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The Nordstrom Way to Customer Experience Excellence - Robert Spector 2017-08-30
"Top Ten Business Books For 2017" - Forbes The fully revised and updated edition of the classic book about
Nordstrom's extraordinary customer service In this new edition of the management classic, the authors
explore in-depth the core values of the culture that have made Nordstrom synonymous with legendary
customer service. These essential values have enabled Nordstrom to survive and adapt to dramatic market
shifts regularly since 1901, and the new edition explains how the Nordstrom approach can be emulated by
any organization—in any industry—in every corner of the world. This is not a book about selling shoes or
clothes or cosmetics or jewelry. It is a book about how underlying values such as respect, trust,
compensation and, even fun, are the building blocks of a culture where employees are empowered to
consistently deliver a world-class experience to customers. Nordstrom believes that the employee
experience determines the customer experience, and that when you attract and reward people who are
comfortable in a service-oriented culture, then everyone succeeds—both individually and collectively. No
wonder Nordstrom is one of only five companies to make Fortune's "Best Companies to Work For" and
"Most Admired" lists every year since those surveys have been taken. With new interviews from senior
Nordstrom executives and family members, the book explains how to successfully respond to today's techsavvy, time-crunched customers who demand a convenient, seamless, painless, personal experience across
all channels. Nordstrom gives its frontline people all the digital tools necessary to satisfy the customer—and
your organization must do the same, if it wants to adapt. The authors show what it takes to earn brand
loyalty, lead through change and uncertainty, and combine extraordinary brick-and-mortar with online
experiences. 'The single most important reason we try to provide great service is this: It enables us to sell
more,' says co-president Blake Nordstrom, great-grandson of the founder. 'The best way for our company to
achieve results is to do what's best for the customer.' In this book, readers will find: Suggestions for
becoming the Nordstrom of your industry The ten values that define a customer-driven culture Lessons for
providing superior service and experience across all channels
Common Sense - Thomas Paine 2011-06-01
Addressed to the Inhabitants of America, on the Following Interesting Subjects, viz.: I. Of the Origin and
Design of Government in General, with Concise Remarks on the English Constitution. II. Of Monarchy and
Hereditary Succession. III. Thoughts on the Present State of American Affairs. IV. Of the Present Ability of
America, with some Miscellaneous Reflections
The Science of Selling - David Hoffeld 2016-11-15
The Revolutionary Sales Approach Scientifically Proven to Dramatically Improve Your Sales and Business
Success Blending cutting-edge research in social psychology, neuroscience, and behavioral economics, The
Science of Selling shows you how to align the way you sell with how our brains naturally form buying
decisions, dramatically increasing your ability to earn more sales. Unlike other sales books, which primarily
rely on anecdotal evidence and unproven advice, Hoffeld’s evidence-based approach connects the dots
between science and situations salespeople and business leaders face every day to help you consistently
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succeed, including proven ways to: - Engage buyers’ emotions to increase their receptiveness to you and
your ideas - Ask questions that line up with how the brain discloses information - Lock in the incremental
commitments that lead to a sale - Create positive influence and reduce the sway of competitors - Discover
the underlying causes of objections and neutralize them - Guide buyers through the necessary mental steps
to make purchasing decisions Packed with advice and anecdotes, The Science of Selling is an essential
resource for anyone looking to succeed in today's cutthroat selling environment, advance their business
goals, or boost their ability to influence others. **Named one of The 20 Most Highly-Rated Sales Books of
All Time by HubSpot
Powerful Phrases for Effective Customer Service - Renee Evenson 2012-09-12
Dealing with customers isn't easy, they aren't always right or even pleasant. Business author Renée
Evenson ensures you’ll always have the right words to defuse tense interactions. Practical and insightful,
this book ensures you’ll never again be at a loss for what to say to customers. In Powerful Phrases for
Effective Customer Service, she covers 30 challenging customer behaviors and 20 common employeecaused negative encounters to teach you: how to assess circumstances, choose one of many appropriate
responses, and confidently and consistently deliver customer satisfaction. Helpful sample scenarios and
tangible instructions bring the phrases to life, while detailed explanations bolster your confidence so that
you’ll have the right words as tools at your disposal and the skills to deliver those words effectively. By
incorporating language that communicates welcome, courtesy, rapport, enthusiasm, assurance, regret,
empathy, and appreciation, you’ll not only be capable of overcoming obstacles--you’ll strengthen all facets
of your customer service.
Propaganda - Edward L. Bernays 2005
Reprint of a seminal 1928 work from the father of public relations and modern political spin
The Last of the Tsars - Robert Service 2017-02-28
A riveting account of the last eighteen months of Tsar Nicholas II's life and reign from one of our finest
historians of Russia. In March 1917, Nicholas II, the last Tsar of All the Russias, abdicated and the dynasty
that had ruled an empire for three hundred years was forced from power by revolution. Now, on the
hundredth anniversary of that revolution, Robert Service, the eminent historian of Russia, examines
Nicholas's reign in the year before his abdication and the months between that momentous date and his
death, with his family, in Ekaterinburg in July 1918. The story has been told many times, but Service's
profound understanding of the period and his forensic examination of hitherto untapped sources, including
the Tsar's diaries and recorded conversations, shed remarkable new light on his reign, also revealing the
kind of ruler Nicholas believed himself to have been, contrary to the disastrous reality. The Last of the
Tsars is a masterful study of a man who was almost entirely out of his depth, perhaps even willfully so. It is
also a compelling account of the social, economic and political foment in Russia in the aftermath of
Alexander Kerensky's February Revolution, the Bolshevik seizure of power in October 1917 and the
beginnings of Lenin's Soviet republic. PRAISE FOR ROBERT SERVICE "A magisterial account of a turning
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point in modern history, whose intellectual rigour and robustness make it unlikely to be bettered" Spectator
on The End of the Cold War "Service's cast list of journalists, diplomats, agents and their lovers is a joy . . .
a winning combination of scholarship, narrative drive and detail" Observer on Spies and Commissars
"Seldom has the pathology of the revolutionary type, and its murderous consequences, been more
mercilessly exposed than in this exemplary biography" Sunday Times on Trotsky: A Biography
The Revolution Will Not Be Televised - Joe Trippi 2004-07-06
The former campaign manager for Howard Dean explains how he used the Internet to transform an obscure
presidential candidate into a front-runner at the heart of a national grassroots movement.
The Future of Money - Eswar S. Prasad 2021-09-28
A cutting-edge look at how accelerating financial change, from the end of cash to the rise of
cryptocurrencies, will transform economies for better and worse. We think weÕve seen financial innovation.
We bank from laptops and buy coffee with the wave of a phone. But these are minor miracles compared
with the dizzying experiments now underway around the globe, as businesses and governments alike
embrace the possibilities of new financial technologies. As Eswar Prasad explains, the world of finance is at
the threshold of major disruption that will affect corporations, bankers, states, and indeed all of us. The
transformation of money will fundamentally rewrite how ordinary people live. Above all, Prasad foresees
the end of physical cash. The driving force wonÕt be phones or credit cards but rather central banks,
spurred by the emergence of cryptocurrencies to develop their own, more stable digital currencies.
Meanwhile, cryptocurrencies themselves will evolve unpredictably as global corporations like Facebook and
Amazon join the game. The changes will be accompanied by snowballing innovations that are reshaping
finance and have already begun to revolutionize how we invest, trade, insure, and manage risk. Prasad
shows how these and other changes will redefine the very concept of money, unbundling its traditional
functions as a unit of account, medium of exchange, and store of value. The promise lies in greater
efficiency and flexibility, increased sensitivity to the needs of diverse consumers, and improved market
access for the unbanked. The risk is instability, lack of accountability, and erosion of privacy. A lucid,
visionary work, The Future of Money shows how to maximize the best and guard against the worst of what
is to come.
What You Do Is Who You Are - Ben Horowitz 2019-10-29
Ben Horowitz, a leading venture capitalist, modern management expert, and New York Times bestselling
author, combines lessons both from history and from modern organizational practice with practical and
often surprising advice to help executives build cultures that can weather both good and bad times. Ben
Horowitz has long been fascinated by history, and particularly by how people behave differently than you’d
expect. The time and circumstances in which they were raised often shapes them—yet a few leaders have
managed to shape their times. In What You Do Is Who You Are, he turns his attention to a question crucial
to every organization: how do you create and sustain the culture you want? To Horowitz, culture is how a
company makes decisions. It is the set of assumptions employees use to resolve everyday problems: should
I stay at the Red Roof Inn, or the Four Seasons? Should we discuss the color of this product for five minutes
or thirty hours? If culture is not purposeful, it will be an accident or a mistake. What You Do Is Who You Are
explains how to make your culture purposeful by spotlighting four models of leadership and culturebuilding—the leader of the only successful slave revolt, Haiti’s Toussaint Louverture; the Samurai, who
ruled Japan for seven hundred years and shaped modern Japanese culture; Genghis Khan, who built the
world’s largest empire; and Shaka Senghor, a man convicted of murder who ran the most formidable prison
gang in the yard and ultimately transformed prison culture. Horowitz connects these leadership examples
to modern case-studies, including how Louverture’s cultural techniques were applied (or should have been)
by Reed Hastings at Netflix, Travis Kalanick at Uber, and Hillary Clinton, and how Genghis Khan’s vision of
cultural inclusiveness has parallels in the work of Don Thompson, the first African-American CEO of
McDonalds, and of Maggie Wilderotter, the CEO who led Frontier Communications. Horowitz then offers
guidance to help any company understand its own strategy and build a successful culture. What You Do Is
Who You Are is a journey through culture, from ancient to modern. Along the way, it answers a question
fundamental to any organization: who are we? How do people talk about us when we’re not around? How
do we treat our customers? Are we there for people in a pinch? Can we be trusted? Who you are is not the
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values you list on the wall. It’s not what you say in company-wide meeting. It’s not your marketing
campaign. It’s not even what you believe. Who you are is what you do. This book aims to help you do the
things you need to become the kind of leader you want to be—and others want to follow.
The Founder's Mentality - Chris Zook 2016-05-17
A Washington Post Bestseller Three Principles for Managing—and Avoiding—the Problems of Growth Why
is profitable growth so hard to achieve and sustain? Most executives manage their companies as if the
solution to that problem lies in the external environment: find an attractive market, formulate the right
strategy, win new customers. But when Bain & Company’s Chris Zook and James Allen, authors of the
bestselling Profit from the Core, researched this question, they found that when companies fail to achieve
their growth targets, 90 percent of the time the root causes are internal, not external—increasing distance
from the front lines, loss of accountability, proliferating processes and bureaucracy, to name only a few.
What’s more, companies experience a set of predictable internal crises, at predictable stages, as they grow.
Even for healthy companies, these crises, if not managed properly, stifle the ability to grow further—and
can actively lead to decline. The key insight from Zook and Allen’s research is that managing these choke
points requires a “founder’s mentality”—behaviors typically embodied by a bold, ambitious founder—to
restore speed, focus, and connection to customers: • An insurgent’s clear mission and purpose • An
unambiguous owner mindset • A relentless obsession with the front line Based on the authors’ decade-long
study of companies in more than forty countries, The Founder’s Mentality demonstrates the strong
relationship between these three traits in companies of all kinds—not just start-ups—and their ability to
sustain performance. Through rich analysis and inspiring examples, this book shows how any leader—not
only a founder—can instill and leverage a founder’s mentality throughout their organization and find
lasting, profitable growth.
Blueprint for Revolution - Srdja Popovic 2015-02-03
An urgent and accessible handbook for peaceful protesters, activists, and community organizers—anyone
trying to defend their rights, hold their government accountable, or change the world Blueprint for
Revolution will teach you how to • make oppression backfire by playing your opponents’ strongest card
against them • identify the “almighty pillars of power” in order to shift the balance of control • dream big,
but start small: learn how to pick battles you can win • listen to what people actually care about in order to
incorporate their needs into your revolutionary vision • master the art of compromise to bring together
even the most disparate groups • recognize your allies and view your enemies as potential partners • use
humor to make yourself heard, defuse potentially violent situations, and “laugh your way to victory” Praise
for Blueprint for Revolution “The title is no exaggeration. Otpor’s methods . . . have been adopted by
democracy movements around the world. The Egyptian opposition used them to topple Hosni Mubarak. In
Lebanon, the Serbs helped the Cedar Revolution extricate the country from Syrian control. In Maldives,
their methods were the key to overthrowing a dictator who had held power for thirty years. In many other
countries, people have used what Canvas teaches to accomplish other political goals, such as fighting
corruption or protecting the environment.”—The New York Times “A clear, well-constructed, and easily
applicable set of principles for any David facing any Goliath (sans slingshot, of course) . . . By the end of
Blueprint, the idea that a punch is no match for a punch line feels like anything but a joke.”—The Boston
Globe “An entertaining primer on the theory and practice of peaceful protest.”—The Guardian “With this
wonderful book, Srdja Popovic is inspiring ordinary people facing injustice and oppression to use this tool
kit to challenge their oppressors and create something much better. When I was growing up, we dreamed
that young people could bring down those who misused their power and create a more just and democratic
society. For Srdja Popovic, living in Belgrade in 1998, this same dream was potentially a much more
dangerous idea. But with an extraordinarily courageous group of students that formed Otpor!, Srdja used
imagination, invention, cunning, and lots of humor to create a movement that not only succeeded in
toppling the brutal dictator Slobodan Milošević but has become a blueprint for nonviolent revolution around
the world. Srdja rules!”—Peter Gabriel “Blueprint for Revolution is not only a spirited guide to changing the
world but a breakthrough in the annals of advice for those who seek justice and democracy. It asks (and not
heavy-handedly): As long as you want to change the world, why not do it joyfully? It’s not just funny. It’s
seriously funny. No joke.”—Todd Gitlin, author of The Sixties and Occupy Nation
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The Intention Imperative - Mark Sanborn 2019-10-15
Today’s leaders often lack clarity and therefore the ability to execute, leaving their organizations mired in
the status quo. Renowned leadership expert Mark Sanborn demystifies the essential elements of great
leadership and provides a formula for leaders to achieve breakthrough success. Culture, inspiration, and
emotion--these are the three new imperatives of the intentional leader. They’re the focus of consistent
action that a leader must take daily to lead powerfully in the world that is, not the world that was. While
every company will approach these three imperatives differently, they’re the backbone of a successful
company, and they’re the essential elements of intentional leadership. The Intention Imperative explains
how five very different businesses use clarity of purpose and consistent action to achieve extraordinary
success in their given fields. Using their practices as examples, Sanborn shows how they’ve harnessed the
three imperatives and how it’s possible to improve your own business by adopting their practices. The
larger points of intentional leadership, intentional leaders, and their place in the current world are
explained, giving readers the opportunity to spot the parallels in real-world examples. In addition, readers
will Discover why motivation isn’t enough today, and why employees need inspiration to deliver great
results Build a culture that powers the right actions and creates the right results Make a shift in thinking,
to design and deliver positive emotions for customers Learn how other organizations have applied
intentional leadership principles and achieved breakthrough results
China, Russia, and Twenty-first Century Global Geopolitics - Paul J. Bolt 2018
"This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the Chinese-Russian bilateral relationship, grounded in a
historical perspective, and discusses the implications of the burgeoning 'strategic partnership' between
these two major powers for world order and global geopolitics. The volume compares the national
worldviews, priorities, and strategic visions for the Chinese and Russian leadership, examining several
aspects of the relationship in detail. The energy trade is the most important component of economic ties,
although both sides desire to broaden trade and investments. In the military realm, Russia sells advanced
arms to China, and the two countries engage in regular joint exercises. Diplomatically, these two Eurasian
powers take similar approaches to conflicts in Ukraine and Syria, and also cooperate on non-traditional
security issues including preventing coloured revolutions, cyber management, and terrorism. These issue
areas illustrate four themes. Russia and China have common interests that cement their partnership,
including security, protecting authoritarian institutions, and re-shaping aspects of the global order. They
are key players not only influencing regional issues, but also international norms and institutions. The SinoRussian partnership presents a potential counterbalance to the United States and democratic nations in
shaping the contemporary and emerging geopolitical landscape. Nevertheless, the West is still an important
partner for China and Russia. Both seek better relations with the West, but on the basis of 'mutual respect'
and 'equality'. Lastly, Russia and China have frictions in their relationship, and not all of their interests
overlap. The Sino-Russian relationship has gained considerable momentum, particularly since 2014 as
Moscow turned to Beijing attempting to offset tensions with the West in the aftermath of Russia's
annexation of Crimea and intervention in Ukraine. However, so far, China and Russia describe their
relationship as a comprehensive 'strategic partnership', but they are not 'allies'."--Publisher's website.
The Customer Service Revolution - John R. DiJulius 2015-01-06
In The Customer Service Revolution, DiJulius points out how numerous companies have made Customer
service their biggest competitive advantage, are dominating their industries, and have made price
irrelevant. As a result of this Customer service revolution, people are being treated differently, better, and
in a way like never before. This is a result of how companies and management are treating their employees
and how employees are treating each other and the Customer—which ultimately permeates into people’s
personal lives at home and in their communities. Can the way you run your business or treat your
Customers have an effect on the world at large? John DiJulius will show you just that! Drawing on years of
experience consulting with the top customer service companies around the world and in his role building
his first business, John Robert’s Spa, into one of the top 20 salons in the US, DiJulius will show you exactly
how to create your very own Customer service revolution and make price irrelevant.
Just Business: Multinational Corporations and Human Rights (Norton Global Ethics Series) - John
Gerard Ruggie 2013-03-25
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"A true master class in the art of making the impossible possible." —Paul Polman One of the most vexing
human rights issues of our time has been how to protect the rights of individuals and communities
worldwide in an age of globalization and multinational business. Indeed, from Indonesian sweatshops to oilbased violence in Nigeria, the challenges of regulating harmful corporate practices in some of the world’s
most difficult regions long seemed insurmountable. Human rights groups and businesses were locked in a
stalemate, unable to find common ground. In 2005, the United Nations appointed John Gerard Ruggie to
the modest task of clarifying the main issues. Six years later, he had accomplished much more than that.
Ruggie had developed his now-famous "Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights," which provided
a road map for ensuring responsible global corporate practices. The principles were unanimously endorsed
by the UN and embraced and implemented by other international bodies, businesses, governments,
workers’ organizations, and human rights groups, keying a revolution in corporate social responsibility. Just
Business tells the powerful story of how these landmark “Ruggie Rules” came to exist. Ruggie demonstrates
how, to solve a seemingly unsolvable problem, he had to abandon many widespread and long-held
understandings about the relationships between businesses, governments, rights, and law, and develop
fresh ways of viewing the issues. He also takes us through the journey of assembling the right type of team,
of witnessing the severity of the problem firsthand, and of pressing through the many obstacles such a
daunting endeavor faced. Just Business is an illuminating inside look at one of the most important human
rights developments of recent times. It is also an invaluable book for anyone wanting to learn how to
navigate the tricky processes of global problem-solving and consensus-building and how to tackle big issues
with ambition, pragmatism, perseverance, and creativity.
Customer Service Training 101 - Renee Evenson 2010-10-06
Your service team may represent the first, last, or only interaction point between your customers and your
company. Your front-line service professionals make or break countless opportunities, leads, sales, and
relationships every day. Completely revised and updated to meet the challenges of a new service landscape,
the second edition of Customer Service Training 101 presents proven techniques for creating unforgettable
customer experiences. The book covers every aspect of face-to-face, phone, Internet, and self-service
customer relations, and provides simple yet powerful tips for: * Projecting a positive attitude and making a
great first impression * Communicating effectively, both verbally and nonverbally * Developing trust,
establishing rapport, and making customers feel valued * Confidently handling difficult customers and
situations New features include "How Do I Measure Up?" self-assessments, and "Doing It Right" examples
from the author's extensive customer service experience. Every step-by-step lesson in this comprehensive
and inspiring training manual is augmented with instructive sidebars, a summary of key points, practice
exercises, and so much more.
The Customer Service Revolution - John Dijulius 2015-01-06
Changing the world by creating a Customer service revolution! In today's world, it is all about rapid
transactions versus genuine interactions. DiJulius illustrates ways to teach every member of your
organization to have empathy and compassion for their Customer, internally and externally, which builds
relationships and creates emotional connection and brand loyalty. The Customer Service Revolution is a
practical—and entertaining—guide to offering exceptional experiences, which is currently one of the only
sustainable differentiators amongst competing businesses.
The Challenge of Revolution - Vladimir Mau 2001-02-22
This volume provides an challenging and controversial explanation of the recent events in Russia. It
examines the causes, processes, and consequences of Russia's recent political development. Drawing on,
and criticizing the existing literature, the book also shows how the recent Russian experience casts light on
general theories of revolution and comparative political developments. The transformation in Russia is
usually compared with transformations in other post-communist countries. The authors argue that the
Russian transformation should be explained in the logic of the great revolutions of the past such as the
English Civil War, the French Revolution, and the Bolshevik Revolution. The difficulties and inconsistency
of Russian reforms are usually explained as a result of mistakes made by reformers. This book argues,
however, that these problems should be considered as a natural consequence of the 'weak state'. In
revolution the weakness of state power is inevitable (resulting from social fragmentation, property rights
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transformation, changes in the interests of different social groups). Hence, the authors argue that most of
the transitional problems in Russia were unavoidable. The authors go on to argue that revolutions are
usually considered as rapid change made through violence. However, the spontaneous character of change
in the situation of a weak state is a much more important feature of any revolution than violence. The book
contains unique interviews with four leaders of the Russian transformation - Mikhail Gorbachev, Alexander
Yakovlev, Yegor Gaidar, and Gennadii Burbulis - as well as the personal experience of the authors, who
were deeply involved in the practical process of Russian transformation.
What's the Secret? - John R. DiJulius, III 2011-01-07
What's the Secret? gives you an inside look at the world-class customer service strategies of some of
today's best companies. You'll learn how companies like Disney, Nordstrom, and The Ritz-Carlton get
50,000 employees to deliver world-class customer service on a consistent basis- and how your company can
too. Packed with insider knowledge and a wealth of proven best practices, author John DiJulius will show
you how your company can emulate the world's best customer service providers.
The Amazement Revolution - Shep Hyken 2011
A guide to the principle of customer amazement. Hyken uses fifty companies as role-model examples to
teach seven powerful strategies that will kick-start the revolution in your organization.
Revolutions: A Very Short Introduction - Jack A. Goldstone 2014-02
Revolutions have shaped world politics for the last three hundred years. This volume shows why revolutions
occur, how they unfold, and where they created democracies and dictatorships. Jack A. Goldstone presents
the history of revolutions from America and France to the collapse of the Soviet Union, 'People Power'
revolutions, and the Arab revolts.
Secret Service - John R. DiJulius III 2003-01-28
“Either you can decide to compete on price alone and pray you can maintain a cost structure to generate a
profit, or you can provide magical moments that create value for your guests. . . . Throughout Secret
Service, DiJulius demonstrates how to transform bland customer service standards into memorable
customer experiences.”— from the foreword by Bill Capodagli and Lynn Jackson, coauthors of The Disney
Way and Every Business Is Show Business How many successful businesses provide the kind of
unforgettable client experience that keeps customers coming back time after time and year after year? John
DiJulius has built his award-winning business around a customer service approach that has earned
comparisons to Disney, Nordstrom, and other legendary customer experience pioneers. In Secret Service
DiJulius reveals how to develop behind-the-scenes systems that will enable your business to * develop a
great corporate culture that shows in the dedication and passion of your front-line people * “go deeper”
with your existing customers * turn complaints into positive experiences * make each customer feel
welcome, comfortable, important, and understood. DiJulius will teach you all the techniques that have
catapulted his business to the top, making him one of the most sought-after service experts in America. By
quantifying and examining each phase of the Customer Experience Cycle, Secret Service reveals clever,
practical ideas that can be transformed into repeatable best practices in any organization and at every
level. Packed with examples applicable to a wide range of industries, this book provides practical, realistic
ways to reap the benefits of greater customer loyalty, exponentially expanded referral networks, lower
employee turnover, and stronger bottom-line results.
Mastering Product Experience in SaaS - Nick Bonfiglio 2017-11-15
Your success as a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) company is completely dependent on acquiring and keeping
users in your product. But if you¿re using traditional marketing tactics, you¿re likely struggling to scale
your business quickly. That¿s because conventional marketing techniques focus on engaging prospects and
users outside of the product.
Beautiful Trouble - Andrew Boyd 2013-05-01
Banksy, the Yes Men, Gandhi, Starhawk: the accumulated wisdom of decades of creative protest is now in
the hands of the next generation of change-makers, thanks to Beautiful Trouble. Sophisticated enough for
veteran activists, accessible enough for newbies, this compact pocket edition of the bestselling Beautiful
Trouble is a book that’s both handy and inexpensive. Showcasing the synergies between artistic
imagination and shrewd political strategy, this generously illustrated volume can easily be slipped into your
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pocket as you head out to the streets. This is for everyone who longs for a more beautiful, more just, more
livable world – and wants to know how to get there. Includes a new introduction by the editors.
Contributors include: Celia Alario • Andy Bichlbaum • Nadine Bloch • L. M. Bogad • Mike Bonnano •
Andrew Boyd • Kevin Buckland • Doyle Canning • Samantha Corbin • Stephen Duncombe • Simon Enoch •
Janice Fine • Lisa Fithian • Arun Gupta • Sarah Jaffe • John Jordan • Stephen Lerner • Zack Malitz • Nancy
L. Mancias • Dave Oswald Mitchell • Tracey Mitchell • Mark Read • Patrick Reinsborough • Joshua Kahn
Russell • Nathan Schneider • John Sellers • Matthew Skomarovsky • Jonathan Matthew Smucker •
Starhawk • Eric Stoner • Harsha Walia
On Revolution - Hannah Arendt 1963
The Zero Marginal Cost Society - Jeremy Rifkin 2014-04-01
In The Zero Marginal Cost Society, New York Times bestselling author Jeremy Rifkin describes how the
emerging Internet of Things is speeding us to an era of nearly free goods and services, precipitating the
meteoric rise of a global Collaborative Commons and the eclipse of capitalism. Rifkin uncovers a paradox at
the heart of capitalism that has propelled it to greatness but is now taking it to its death—the inherent
entrepreneurial dynamism of competitive markets that drives productivity up and marginal costs down,
enabling businesses to reduce the price of their goods and services in order to win over consumers and
market share. (Marginal cost is the cost of producing additional units of a good or service, if fixed costs are
not counted.) While economists have always welcomed a reduction in marginal cost, they never anticipated
the possibility of a technological revolution that might bring marginal costs to near zero, making goods and
services priceless, nearly free, and abundant, and no longer subject to market forces. Now, a formidable
new technology infrastructure—the Internet of things (IoT)—is emerging with the potential of pushing large
segments of economic life to near zero marginal cost in the years ahead. Rifkin describes how the
Communication Internet is converging with a nascent Energy Internet and Logistics Internet to create a
new technology platform that connects everything and everyone. Billions of sensors are being attached to
natural resources, production lines, the electricity grid, logistics networks, recycling flows, and implanted
in homes, offices, stores, vehicles, and even human beings, feeding Big Data into an IoT global neural
network. Prosumers can connect to the network and use Big Data, analytics, and algorithms to accelerate
efficiency, dramatically increase productivity, and lower the marginal cost of producing and sharing a wide
range of products and services to near zero, just like they now do with information goods. The plummeting
of marginal costs is spawning a hybrid economy—part capitalist market and part Collaborative
Commons—with far reaching implications for society, according to Rifkin. Hundreds of millions of people
are already transferring parts of their economic lives to the global Collaborative Commons. Prosumers are
plugging into the fledgling IoT and making and sharing their own information, entertainment, green
energy, and 3D-printed products at near zero marginal cost. They are also sharing cars, homes, clothes and
other items via social media sites, rentals, redistribution clubs, and cooperatives at low or near zero
marginal cost. Students are enrolling in free massive open online courses (MOOCs) that operate at near
zero marginal cost. Social entrepreneurs are even bypassing the banking establishment and using
crowdfunding to finance startup businesses as well as creating alternative currencies in the fledgling
sharing economy. In this new world, social capital is as important as financial capital, access trumps
ownership, sustainability supersedes consumerism, cooperation ousts competition, and "exchange value" in
the capitalist marketplace is increasingly replaced by "sharable value" on the Collaborative Commons.
Rifkin concludes that capitalism will remain with us, albeit in an increasingly streamlined role, primarily as
an aggregator of network services and solutions, allowing it to flourish as a powerful niche player in the
coming era. We are, however, says Rifkin, entering a world beyond markets where we are learning how to
live together in an increasingly interdependent global Collaborative Commons.
Blackshirts and Reds - Michael Parenti 2020-09-09
A bold and entertaining exploration of the epic struggles of yesterday and today. Blackshirts & Reds
explores some of the big issues of our time: fascism, capitalism, communism, revolution, democracy, and
ecology. These terms are often bandied about, but seldom explored in the original and exciting way that has
become Michael Parenti's trademark. Parenti shows how "rational fascism" renders service to capitalism,
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how corporate power undermines democracy, and how revolutions are a mass empowerment against the
forces of exploitative privilege. He also maps out the external and internal forces that destroyed
communism, and the disastrous impact of the "free-market" victory on eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union. He affirms the relevance of taboo ideologies like Marxism, demonstrating the importance of
class analysis in understanding political realities and dealing with the ongoing collision between ecology
and global corporatism. Written with lucid and compelling style, this book goes beyond truncated modes of
thought, inviting us to entertain iconoclastic views, and to ask why things are as they are. "A penetrating
and persuasive writer with an astonishing array of documentation to implement his attacks." —The Catholic
Journalist "By portraying the struggle between fascism and Communism in this century as a single conflict,
and not a series of discrete encounters, between the insatiable need for new capital on the one hand and
the survival of a system under siege on the other, Parenti defines fascism as the weapon of capitalism, not
simply an extreme form of it. Fascism is not an aberration, he points out, but a 'rational' and integral
component of the system."—Stan Goff, author of Full Spectrum Disorder: The Military in the New American
Century Michael Parenti, PhD Yale, is an internationally known author and lecturer. He is one of the
nation's leading progressive political analysts. Author of over 275 published articles and twenty books, his
writings are published in popular periodicals, scholarly journals, and his op-ed pieces have been in leading
newspapers such as The New York Times and The Los Angeles Times. His informative and entertaining
books and talks have reached a wide range of audiences in North America and abroad.
The Best Customer Service Quotes Ever Said - John R. Dijulius III 2016-07-12
Become a Customer Service Revolutionary! John R. DiJulius III has raised the bar for what it means to
deliver world-class customer service. Now, with this indispensable book, you can too! DiJulius has
combined the most inspiring quotes on how to best connect with customers and employees with a userfriendly journal to create the ultimate customer-service handbook. The Best Customer Service Quotes Ever
Said uses the powerful and motivational words from world-renowned experts to inspire greatness and
revolutionize how you interact with customers. This book is the perfect guide to taking customer
interactions to the next level, and it provides expert wisdom to bring the customer service revolution to
you.
Summary of The Customer Service Revolution – [Review Keypoints and Take-aways] - PenZen
Summaries 2022-10-08
The summary of The Customer Service Revolution – Overthrow Conventional Business, Inspire Employees,
and Change the World presented here include a short review of the book at the start followed by quick
overview of main points and a list of important take-aways at the end of the summary. The Summary of In
the 2015 book "The Customer Service Revolution," the author reveals the true keys to providing excellent
customer service. These ideas provide a practical guide for taking your customer service to the next level,
helping to create an extraordinary experience for your customers and forging an enthusiastic and visiondriven workforce in the process. The Customer Service Revolution summary includes the key points and
important takeaways from the book The Customer Service Revolution by John R. DiJulius III. Disclaimer: 1.
This is an unofficial summary and not intended to replace the original book. 2. In this summary key points
are rewritten and recreated and no part/text is directly taken or copied from original book. 3. The purpose
of this summary is to highlight the outline and ideas in original book more effectively and to encourage
reader to buy the original book. We recommend to buy excellent original book. 4. The author or publisher of
this summary is not associated in any way with the author or publisher of the original book.
Make Love, Not War - David Allyn 2016-05-23
First published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The Customer Rules - Lee Cockerell 2013-03-05
The former Executive Vice President of Walt Disney World shares indispensible Rules for serving customers
with consistency, efficiency, creativity, sincerity, and excellence. Lee Cockerell knows that success in
business--any business--depends upon winning and keeping customers. In 39 digestible, bite-sized chapters,
Lee shares everything he has learned in his 40+ year career in the hospitality industry about creating an
environment that keeps customers coming back for more. Here, Lee not only shows why the customer
always rules, but also the Rules for serving customers so well they'll never want to do business with anyone
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but you. For example: Rule #1: Customer Service Is Not a Department Rule #3: Great Service Follows the
Laws of Gravity Rule #5: Ask Yourself "What Would Mom Do?" Rule #19: Be a Copycat Rule #25. Treat
Every Customer like a Regular Rule #39: Don’t Try Too Hard As simple as they are profound, these
principles have been shown to work in companies as large as Disney and as small as a local coffee shop;
from businesses selling cutting-edge technologies like computer tablets to those selling products as
timeless as shoes and handbags; at corporations as long-standing as Ford Motors and those as nascent as a
brand new start-up. And they have been proven indispensible at all levels of a company, from managers
responsible for hiring and training employees, setting policies and procedures, and shaping the company
culture to front line staff who deal directly with clients and customers Chock-full of universal advice,
applicable online and off, The Customer Rules is the essential handbook for service excellence everywhere.
The History of the Russian Revolution - Leon Trotsky 1980-01-01
The social, economic, and political dynamics of the first socialist revolution as explained by one of the
principal leaders of this victorious struggle that changed the course of history in the twentieth century.
Would You Do That to Your Mother? - Jeanne Bliss 2018-05-08
Customer experience pioneer Jeanne Bliss shows why “Make Mom Proud” companies outperform their
competition. Her 5-step guide to customer experience and culture transformation makes this achievement
possible. Bliss urges companies to make business personal to earn ardent fans and admirers, by focusing on
one deceptively simple question: "Would you do that to your mother?" “Make Mom Proud” companies give
customers the treatment they desire, and employees the ability to deliver it. They turn “gotcha” moments
into “we’ve got your back” moments by rethinking business practices, and they enable employees to be part
of the solution to fix customer frustrations. Bliss scoured the marketplace seeking companies who excel at
living their core values, grounded in what we all learned as kids. She offers a five-step plan for evaluating
your current behaviors and implementing actions at every level of the organization. Step 1. “Be the Person I
Raised You to Be” Understand how you are hiring, developing and trusting employees to bring the best
version of themselves to work. Vail resorts, for example, the world's largest ski resort operator, banned the
three words "Our policy is..." from their vocabulary, freeing employees to take spirited actions to deliver
"the experience of a lifetime." Step 2. “Don’t Make Me Feed You Soap” Learn the eight key frustrations that
bind us as customers (waiting, fear, anxiety, the black hole of no communication, etc.) and how to apply
actions from companies who are delivering a seamless, frictionless and easy experience. Step 3. “Put
Others Before Yourself” Determine if your focus is on helping customers achieve their goals – and evaluate
how that is fueling your growth. Canada's Mayfair Diagnostics, for example, spent over a year studying the
emotions of patients entering an imaging clinic, so they could redesign their welcome to deliver warmth
and caring over procedure and process. The newly designed clinic achieved profitability in record time.
Step 4. “Take the High Road” Learn how companies who do the right thing rise above the competition.
Virgin Hotels, for example, named #1 U.S. hotel by Conde Nast Reader's Choice Awards, walked away from
price gouging at the mini bar, so you'll never pay more for that Snickers bar than what you'd pay at the
corner market. Step 5. “Stop the Shenanigans!” Evaluate your current company behaviors and identify the
key actions that you can begin immediately. With 32 case studies and examples from more than 85
companies, this is a practical and easy to follow guide for your experience and culture transformation.
Filled with comics to snapshot our experiences as customers, a “mom lens” to reflect continuously on your
performance, and a “make-mom-proud-ometer” quiz – the book makes Bliss’s approach accessible and
approachable. Join the movement to #MakeMomProud by applying this book across your organization.
Whether you're contemplating your company's returns policy, its social media presence, or its big-picture
strategy, this approach will help your company anticipate both employee and customer needs, extend
patience, and show respect at all times.
Magnetic - Joe Calloway 2015-10-15
Magnetic: The Art of Attracting Business is a look at how consistently successful businesses are able to
attract a steady and ever-increasing flow of customers. This innovative text examines a range of simple,
powerful strategies that businesses of any size or type can use to attract new customers. The key is to do
those things that harness the power of the single most important factor in buying decisions: positive word
of mouth and referrals from happy existing customers. Magnetic businesses are intentional, strategic, and
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focused on creating positive experiences that become the stories their customers tell about them. Whether
on the internet or face to face, it's what satisfied customers say about you that is the most powerful driver
of growth for your business. Becoming Magnetic and attracting business, truly is an art, rather than a
science, because every business is different, and uses a unique combination of strategy, people, and
purpose to achieve success and growth. There is no one-size-fits-all formula, but with creativity and focus,
any business can create a powerful revenue growth engine that continuously works to build and sustain
success. Learn how to match successful growth strategies with your people, purpose, and culture to create
your own unique 'magnetism' to attract business. Discover the simple, powerful keys to growth used by a
range of market leading businesses, from a snowboard manufacturing startup company and a website
design professional to a minor league baseball team and an family owned upscale grocery store. All of them
utilize ideas that you can put to work immediately in your business to become Magnetic. Create a magnetic
mindset in your people that leads not only to happier customers who refer others to you, but to more
satisfied employees who help attract and recruit great new employees to keep your momentum going.
Simplify and clarify how you think about your business to have your entire team become more focused,
efficient, and effective in doing those few vitally important things that matters most in driving growth and
sustaining success.
E-business 2.0 - Ravi Kalakota 2001
This title seeks to explain how to choose and implement the right e-business infrastructure and how to
deliver the strategies you have created. It uses case studies to illustrate the successes and failures of ebusiness initiatives.
The Relationship Economy - John R. DiJulius 2019-10-08
Creating Authentic Customer Connections in a High-Tech World In The Relationship Economy, author John
DiJulius teaches business leaders about the importance of relationship building in the digital age. He
argues that in spite of (and because of) the advances in tech, we've become a less connected society. We
have dramatically evolved away from face-to-face communication, and the skill of building rapport is
evaporating. This means that customer personalization and relationships are more important now than
ever—and they will be the key to success for businesses moving forward. As he aptly states, “Being able to
build true sustainable relationships is the biggest competitive advantage in a world where automation,
artificial intelligence, and machine learning are eliminating the human experience, which is what creates
the emotional connections that build true customer loyalty.” This book reminds readers of the importance
of personal connections and shows them how to attain meaningful, lasting relationships with their
customers.
The Age of Surveillance Capitalism - Shoshana Zuboff 2019-01-15
The challenges to humanity posed by the digital future, the first detailed examination of the unprecedented
form of power called "surveillance capitalism," and the quest by powerful corporations to predict and
control our behavior. In this masterwork of original thinking and research, Shoshana Zuboff provides
startling insights into the phenomenon that she has named surveillance capitalism. The stakes could not be
higher: a global architecture of behavior modification threatens human nature in the twenty-first century
just as industrial capitalism disfigured the natural world in the twentieth. Zuboff vividly brings to life the
consequences as surveillance capitalism advances from Silicon Valley into every economic sector. Vast
wealth and power are accumulated in ominous new "behavioral futures markets," where predictions about
our behavior are bought and sold, and the production of goods and services is subordinated to a new
"means of behavioral modification." The threat has shifted from a totalitarian Big Brother state to a
ubiquitous digital architecture: a "Big Other" operating in the interests of surveillance capital. Here is the
crucible of an unprecedented form of power marked by extreme concentrations of knowledge and free from
democratic oversight. Zuboff's comprehensive and moving analysis lays bare the threats to twenty-first
century society: a controlled "hive" of total connection that seduces with promises of total certainty for
maximum profit -- at the expense of democracy, freedom, and our human future. With little resistance from
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law or society, surveillance capitalism is on the verge of dominating the social order and shaping the digital
future -- if we let it.
The New Gold Standard: 5 Leadership Principles for Creating a Legendary Customer Experience
Courtesy of the Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company - Joseph A. Michelli 2008-07-01
Discover the secrets of world-class leadership! When it comes to refined service and exquisite hospitality,
one name stands high above the rest: The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company. With ceaseless attention to every
luxurious detail, the company has set the bar for creating memorable customer experiences in world-class
settings. Now, for the first time, the leadership secrets behind the company's extraordinary success are
revealed. The New Gold Standard takes you on an exclusive tour behind the scenes of The Ritz-Carlton
Hotel Company. Granted unprecedented access to the company's executives, staff, and its award-winning
Leadership Center training facilities, bestselling author Joseph Michelli explored every level of leadership
within the organization. He emerged with the key principles leaders at any company can use to provide a
customer experience unlike any other, such as: Understanding the ever-evolving needs of customers
Empowering employees by treating them with the utmost respect Anticipating customers' unexpressed
needs and concerns Developing and conducting an unsurpassed training regimen Sharing engaging stories
from the company's employees--from the corporate office and hotels around the globe--Michelli describes
the innovative methods the company uses to create peerless guest experiences and explains how it
constantly hones and improves them. The New Gold Standard weaves practical how-to advice, proven
leadership tools, and the wisdom of experts to help you create and embed superior customer-service
principles, processes, and practices in your own organization.
Democracy and Education - John Dewey 1916
John Dewey's Democracy and Education addresses the challenge of providing quality public education in a
democratic society. In this classic work Dewey calls for the complete renewal of public education, arguing
for the fusion of vocational and contemplative studies in education and for the necessity of universal
education for the advancement of self and society. First published in 1916, Democracy and Education is
regarded as the seminal work on public education by one of the most important scholars of the century.
The Gold Standard - Colin Cowie 2021-09-07
Learn how to cultivate the most incredible customer experiences on earth through this essential guide by
Colin Cowie, distinguished purveyor of unforgettable “wow” events for the world’s most demanding clients.
If you’re searching for ways to ensure your customers walk away from your company with a smile on their
face and a plan to return, you found it. And any business organization can adapt the tools and techniques in
this book. Colin Cowie, one of the world’s most sought-after event planners, shares the hard-won and hardnosed advice he has learned through entertaining and engaging stories and examples. He gives readers the
indisputable blueprint for creating a customer-service culture that anyone can tailor to their own needs,
whether you’re a shopkeeper, corporate marketing director, or budding event planner. Upon coming to the
United States from South Africa with $400 in his pocket, Colin built his highly successful catering and
event-planning business from the ground up to become event planner to the most respected tastemakers
and personalities in the world—including Oprah Winfrey, Jennifer Lopez, Ryan Seacrest, and Kim
Kardashian, to name a few. In this book, you will: Learn how to formulate your own vision, mission
statements, and guiding principles, and effectively communicate them to your team. Learn how you can
align your vision with your essential mission statement. Discover the core values, including service and
accountability, that fuel Colin’s customer-care ethos, and how you can apply those values to your own
business. Have a renewed understanding of how vitally important it is that you take good care of the people
who work for you so they, in turn, can care for your customers. Become armed to inspire and empower your
team. Be guided to create your own “bible” of scripts, protocols, and procedures that will streamline
customer-care situations while making every customer feel like their individual desires are being taken care
of. Learn how to use every complaint as an opportunity, as well as why you should be more afraid of a client
who doesn’t complain when something goes wrong versus one who does.
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